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Hours of concert play for the price of a Day Ticket or Supersaver

11am Tim O’Leary with Aaron Jones
A Memorial Recital for Cameron Gaskell
A special recital in honour of Cameron Gaskell who died 
unexpectedly this year. Cameron was a great fiddler, a hugely 
popular teacher and accomplished session-leader. Generations of 
faltering beginners owe their pleasure in playing to him. 
Tim, a talented and versatile musician/actor/musical director, has 
made Edinburgh his home and worked and played here alongside 
Cammie over many years. He is currently working on a new CD on which he will 
play most of the instruments and will have written most of the music.

12 noon Heeliegoleerie
Eilidh Steel (fiddle) Mark Neal (guitar/cittern/vocals) Ali Macleod (djembi)    
Formed while helping get Fiddle 2003 on the road (!) this enterprising innovative 
group have gone on to win the Danny Kyle award at Celtic Connections in 2006 
and to play in festivals countrywide. Their originality pours out in self-composed 
tunes and songs, but these are solidly grounded in the traditions of Scottish music, 
especially of Argyll and Scotland’s west coast where Eilidh and Mark come from.

1pm Bellevue Rendezvous
Gavin Marwick (fiddle) Ruth Morris (nyckelharpe) Cameron Robson (bouzouki)
Individually highly thought-of and brought together by their love of beautiful, quirky 
music, this vibrant new group has already received lavish exposure and accolades from 
the press. They have just released their first album Tangents. Their recital will contain 
much original material along with lyrical interpretations of music from all over Europe. 

2pm Brendan Hendry with Paul McSherry (guitar)
A highly respected musician steeped in the tradition, Brendan is currently working 
with flautist Brendan Mulholland and guitarist Paul McSherry on an album which will 
be finished later this year.  His recital will include some of his own compositions and 
scan the whole spectrum of the Scottish and Irish traditions.  

3pm Tymao
Hervé Lorre (fiddle) Frédérik Bouley (fiddle) Patrick Le Penru (flute)  Philippe 
Jegou (guitar). A wonderful chance to share Breton culture with this highly popular 
group of musicians. Their programme will major on traditional dance tunes from the 
Fest-noz (Breton ceilidh), traditional melodies and marches – and will also include 
freshly-composed tunes of their own.   

4pm Alasdair White with Ewan MacPherson (guitar/banjo)
Best known as the Battlefield Band’s virtuoso fiddle player and a king pin of their 
continuing success, Alasdair has just released his first solo album An Clar Geal to 
high acclaim. His creativity and musicianship are on display here as he unites the 
North-West Scottish style of his youth (heavily derived from the piping tradition)  with 
fresh compositions of his own.

saturday recitals


